Policy for Quick Turnaround Orders without Pre-Production Samples
No Sweat Specialties requires our customers to sign this document in the event that an order is time
sensitive and the customer wishes to forgo our pre-production sample process.

Printed Appliqué Orders
The method of printing that you have ordered is called a printed appliqué. We digitally print your
artwork to a heat seal media which is then heat transferred to our products. Issues and restrictions to
consider:
● It is extremely important that we receive your artwork in vector format. Each PMS color is assigned in
our graphics software to output the PMS color that you choose. However, we cannot guarantee exact
PMS color matching when printing a logo. If you submit your artwork in a non-vector format, we are
agreeable to try your non-vector artwork but there is a much higher probability that our logo colors will
not match your desired PMS color(s).
● We will do everything possible to keep the impressions of the loops from being noticeable on the
outside of the printed appliqué. However, we cannot guarantee that we can and will be able to
completely eliminate these terry loop impressions.
● In the event that you request the printed appliqué background to match the color of the band, we will
strive to match the background material as close as possible but will NOT guarantee exact color matching
to the color of the band.
We thank you for taking the time to read and understand the challenges we incur when producing
custom orders. We hope this will also help you understand why the pre-production sample process is
taken very serious and highly recommended.
Your signature below indicates that you understand our decorating limitations and approve the order to
move forward into production. We will not accept product returns that conform to paper proofs or verbal
agreements to proceed with requested orders.
Company Name
Authorized Buyer Signature

Date

